Use the supplied Antenna cables to mount the Antenna on the outside of the enclosure for better Wi-Fi reception. A 1/4 inch hole for each Antenna will be required.
Use the supplied Antenna cables to mount the Antenna on the outside of the enclosure for better Wi-Fi reception. A 1/4 inch hole for each Antenna will be required.
Basic Wi-Fi Controller Setup
Using DMX Enabled Light Fixtures

Option 1 uses a shielded Cat5 or Cat 6 cable to a Rj45 to DMX adapter to connect the controller to the fixtures.

Option 2 uses a 3 pin DMX cable to connect the controller to the fixtures.

**Option 1**

- Rj45 to DMX Adapter
- Shielded Cat 5 Cable
- Antenna Cable
- Antenna
- Enclosure
- ASU-60-12 Power Supply
- DMX Enabled RGB Light Fixtures

**Option 2**

- 3 pin DMX Cable
- Antenna Cable
- Antenna
- Enclosure
- ASU-60-12 Power Supply
- DMX Enabled RGB Light Fixtures